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Pointwise Convergence of Wavelet Expansions*
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The expansion of a distribution or function in regular orthogonal wavelets is con
sidered. The expansion of a function is shown to converge uniformly on compact sub
sets of intervals of continuity. The expansion of a distribution is shown to converge
pointwise to the value of the distribution where it exists. 'I') 1995 Academic Press, Inc.

I. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal wavelets have only been around for a few years but have
already proved very useful in attacking both applied and theoretical
problems. Their usefulness in applications is largely based on their efficient
representation of signals; fewer coefficients are needed than with other
methods. This arises in turn from their localization properties in both time
and frequency. These are well known results and have been extensively
studied [C, 0, MI, M2].

In the theoretical domain, orthogonal wavelets have proved useful as
unconditional bases for certain Banach spaces [0]. Part of this arises
because of the convergence properties of the wavelet expansions which are
superior to those of expansions in classical orthogonal series.

In this work we shall consider these convergence properties as they relate
to pointwise convergence. We consider expansions of both functions and
tempered distributions and show that the partial sums converge pointwise
under very general conditions.

We shall assume the standard conditions on the wavelets hold, namely
that there is a scaling function q>(t) whose translates {q>(t-n)} are
orthogonal. We shall also assume that q>(t) is r-regular [M2], i.e.,
q> E C(IR) and

c
I (k)(t)1 ~ kp

q> "" (1 + ItW'
k = 0, I, ..., r; p = 0, I, ...
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The space of r-regular functions with a suitable topology is usualy denoted
Sr' Its dual space S~ consists of tempered distributions of order ~r [Z2].
Associated with cp is a multiresolution analysis {Vm} of subspaces of
L 2 (1R). The mother wavelet t/J(t) based on cp(t) gives rise to the orthonor
mal basis {t/Jmn} of L 2( IR), where

t/J mn(t) = 2m/2t/J(2mt - n), m, n E 71. (l )

Each IE U(IR) has two representations,

and

I(t) = L L b",,,t/Jm,,(t)
m n

(2)

'X

l(t)=Lam,,2m/2cp(2 mt-n)+ L: Lbk"t/Jk,,(t)=lm(t)+rm(t), (3)

" k=m n

where convergence is in the sense of L 2(1R). The function 1m E Vmand in
fact is the projection of I onto Vm' It is also given in terms of the repro
ducing kernel qm(x, t) of Vm as

I",(x) = r qm(x, t) I(t) dt.
--- c£.'

The function qm is given by

qm(x, t) = 2mq(2"'x, 2"'t)

where

q(X, t) = L cp(x - n) cp( t - n).

"

(4)

We shall be primarily concerned with the convergence of I", to f This is
studied by considering the reproducing kernel sequence {qm(x, y)} which
is a delta sequence. It was shown in [WI] that this converges to b(x - y)
in the Sobolev space H- X for .'1. > ~ at a rate of 0(2 -mix - J/2») under quite
general conditions. Here we show that this and certain other sequences are
quasi-positive delta sequences.

These delta sequences have a number of properties not shared by those
arising from other orthogonal systems. These are to some extent a conse
quence of the following properties of q(x, y) [M2, p. 33]:

(i) q(x+ I, y+ I)=q(x, y)

(ii) 1./:~f!f!q(X,y)I~C",(I+IX-YI)-"" O~'1.,f3~r, mEN, (5)
exy

(iii) fXO q(x, y) yX dy = xx, 0 ~ 0( ~ r.
-x
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This last condition is perhaps the most surprising; it enables us to deduce
that the expansion in {cp(t - n)} of any polynomial of degree ~ r is equal
to it, while for other functions it is only an approximation. In particular,
we have

1=L:cp(x-n)f cp(y-n)dy=L:cp(x-n)f cp(y)dy (6)
n n

and hence

LCP(x-n)=C, X E IR,

where C is a constant #- O. From this we get

J' JI fXCdx= L:cp(x-n)dx= cp(x)dx,
o 0 n - Y..

which when substituted into (6) gives 1 = C 2
• Thus we may, by changing

the sign if necessary, conclude that

1 = I'D cp(x)dx=L:cp(x-n).
-c£' Jl

2. QUASI-POSITIVE DELTA SEQUENCES

A quasi-positive delta sequence is a sequence {b m (·, y)} of functions in
L' (IR) with parameter y E IR which satisfy the following:

(i) there is a C>O such that

f~ Ibm (x, y)1 dx ~ C,
---1'£

(ii) there is a (' > 0 such that

yE IR, mE N;

r+,' 15 m (x, y) dx -> 1

uniformly on compact subsets of IR, as m -> 00;

(7)
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(iii) for each}' > 0,

III

sup 16",(x, Y)I ~ 0
Ix -- Y1;<::}'

as m ~ 00.

It is easy to check that 6m (x, y) ~ 6(x - y) in the sense of tempered dis
tributions for fixed y.

An example of a quasi-positive delta sequence is the Fejer kernel,

(
. 2 m + I ) /( . 2 X - y) .F",(.'<,y)= SIn -2-(X-y) / 2(m+l)nsIn -2- Xr rr.nl(x-y),

while a delta sequence that is not quasi-positive is the Dirichlet kernel of
Fourier series,

sin(m + 1/2)(x - y)
Dn,(x, .v)= 2 . (( )/2) Xr n.rrl(x- y).n SIn x- y

LEMMA 1. Let {6",(x, y)} he a quasi-positive delta sequence and let
fEL1(1R) he continuous on (a,h); then

fmCV)=f'" bm(x, y)f(x)dx ....... f(y)
-- U'~,

uniformly on compact suhsets of (a, h).

as m ~ ex)

The proof of this lemma is similar to that for positive delta sequences of
the form 6",(x, y) = 6",(x - y) given for bounded intervals in [ZI, p.87].
We present it here in the interest of completeness.

Let }' > 0; then

fm(Y) = r:)" 6m (x, y) f(x) dx + J,'+)' +r Cf:

=f(y) f+)' 6m (x, y) dx
Y --}'

(8)

Now let K be a compact subset and let [ex, {1] c (a, b) be a closed subinter
val containing K, and let .F E [:x, {J]. We choose }' in (8) so that 0 <,' < c,
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!3 + Y< h, and a - y > a, where c is the constant in (ii) of (7). Then for any
0< I; < t, we restrict y further so that

If(x)- f(y)1 <I;

From this we deduce that

for yE[a,!3J and l(x-y)l<y.

and that

1/31 ~ sup l<5 m (x, y)lllflll <I; Ilflll'
)'''; Ix - YI

(9 )

(10)

where we have chosen M 1 so large that SUPy,,;lx_y[l<5 m(x, y)1 <I; for
m~Ml' We then choose M2~Ml so large that

(11 )

This is possible since by (7)(iii)

f..'++.,' <5 m(x, y) dx -+ 0
- ,

uniformly on IR as m -+ CfJ. We now combine (9), (10), and (11) to get

If(y)- fm(y)1 ~ If(y)-Itl + 112 1 + 1131

~ If(y)lll- r~+),Y <5m(x, y) dxl

+1; feD l<5 m (x, y)1 dX+1; Ilflll
--cD

~ sup If(y)l I; + I;e + I; Ilflll
yE[a,fJ]

for m ~ M 2 , which gives us the desired uniform convergence on [a,!3J and
hence on K.

Remark 1. The same proof gives us pointwise convergence at a single
point X o provided only that f is continuous at that point.

We now show that the reproducing kernels qm (x, y) constitute a quasi
positive delta sequence.
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LEMMA 2. Let qm(x, y) be the reproducing kernel of Vm, qJESr ; then
{qm(x, y)} satisfies (7)(i), (ii), and (iii).

The inequality (7)(i) follows from the fact that

J..CD
Iqm(x, y)1 dx= fCD . 2m Iq(2 mx, 2my)1 dx

x.. - oc

= IX jq(x, 2m y)! dx
- oc·

~cdX (I + !x-2myl)-2dx=C
- y:;

by (5)(ii). The second condition (ii) is obtained by a change of scale; let
c > 0, then

The integral 11 , by (5)(ii) again, satisfies

as m -> 00, and the same is true for 12 , The third condition also follows
from the same inequality for any I' > O.

COROLLARY 1. Let f ELI n L 2( IR) be continuous on (a, b); let /,,, be the
projection off onto Vm; then

as m -> ex:;

uniformly on compact subsets of (a, b).

This follows from the two lemmas since the projection is given by

f",(y) = r- q",(x, y)f(x)dx.
-,x.'
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Remark 2. This result is valid under much more general hypotheses. In
fact, we have not used the r-regularity of ({J(t) (but will in the next section).
Nor for that matter have we used the dilation property of ((J(t). In fact, the
only properties we need are those of

(i) L({J(t-n)=I,

An anonymous referee has pointed out that such general results have long
been known in the area of spline approximation [B1, CJW]. The difference
here is in the emphasis and in the method of proof based on quasi-positive
delta sequences.

Remark 3. The results in this section are for a single dimension.
However, the proofs are valid in higher dimensions for certain types of q?(t).
In particular, if ({J(t) = ({J I (t I) ... ({J d( td)' and the integrals are appropriately
reinterpreted, then the results in Corollary 1 hold.

3. LOCAL CONVERGENCE OF DISTRIBUTION EXPANSIONS

The global convergence of the expansions of tempered distributions (in
the sense of S') is important for theoretical purposes. However, for com
putational purposes, it is desirable to have some sort of local convergence.
In the case of distributions we should like to have the expansions converge
to the value of the distribution at a point [Ll This is a weaker version of
the continuity of a function at a point.

DEFINITION 1. Let fE S'; f is said to have a value }' of order r at Xo if
there exists a continuous function F(x) of polynomial growth such that its
distribution derivative DrF=f in some neighborhood of X o and

EXAMPLES. The () distribution has value 0 everywhere except at 0; the
function sin(l/x) considered as an element of Sf has value 0 at O.

LEMMA 3. Let qmC\:, t) he the reproducing kernel of V"', lvith ({J E S" and
let IY. E 7L, 0:::; IY. :::; r; then

(x - t)~ a~

K".(x, t) = 1 ;-,~ q",(x, t)
IY.. ut

is a quasi-positive delta sequence on IR.
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Proof We must show that the three conditions given in (7) hold. To
prove (i) of (7) we observe first that since !<p(')(x)1 ~ C,dl + Ixl) \

a constant. The same holds for K",(x, t) since

To prove (ii) of (7) we observe first that

r~ Km(.,<, y)dy=r qmC'<, y)dy= 1
- ,-£, - 'l~

by integration by parts and (6). Thus it remains to be shown that, for some
c>O,

{r~,+fx'} Km(x, y) dy ~ 0

as m -> ex; uniformly for x in bounded set. This is shown by the same sorts
of tricks as in the proof of (i):

r Km(x,y)dy=f
c

, Ko(2"'x,z)dz
x + c 2m(x + c~

This last integral satisfies

( 12)

j~a-k+ 2.
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Hence (12) is bounded by
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for all p ~ I. Since

1 1 1
--------~ ,
1 + Ix - al 1 + Ix - bl 1 + la - bl

it follows that for p > 2

CpIII
~_-L-_

1 +2"'c n (I + 12"'x-nW- 1 (l + 12"'(x+c)-nW- 1

C
--,,-P- h (2"'x 2"'(x + c))
1+ 2"'c p' ,

where

is uniformly bounded in x and y. Hence (ii) holds. For (iii) of (7) we need
a bound

sup IK",(x, y)1
Ix- YI ;»'

(x - y)~
~ sup 2"'L: 1<p(2"'x-n) I 2~m<p(~)(2"'y-n)1

Ix - yl ;»' n a .

Iz- wi'
sup 2m II<p(z-n)1 l<p(')(w-n)[

1= - wi ;> 2"')' n a !

2 C h( Cll hp ll oc.2
m

~ sup m Z w)':::'---"-'---=--.,.....
I> wl;,,2"', (1 +lz-wl)2 p' -...:: (I +2m y)2

given by the same argument as that for (ii).

THEOREM I. Let fE S~_I and have a value y of order a ~ r at x = X o'
Then the function fm given by (4) satisfies

as m -> 00.
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Proof Each f E S~ _ 1 is a derivative of order f3 ~ r of a continuous func
tion G of polynomial growth. We may assume, by adding a polynomial of
degree < f3 if necessary and by increasing tX if necessary, that G = F and
tX = f3. Then

fm(x) = IX (-1)" O~qm(x, y) F(y) dy
-ex:

_IX (x - y)' , F(y)tX!,
- ,O"qm(x, y), ' dy-oc tX. (y-x)

By a repetition of the argument in (12) we see that

roc +r-A~o
x+A -,x

Hence we may express Im as

as m ~ 00.

fm(x) =r' Km(.x:, y)FA(x, y)dy+o(1)
---ex)

where FA (x, y) is continuous for all y except for y = x ± A and has com
pact support. Clearly FA is bounded as well. Hence

as m ~ 00

by the property of quasi-positive delta sequences given in Remark 1. Since
FA(x O' xo) = y, the theorem is proved.

Concluding Remark. We have only considered one type of partial sum
of the wavelet expansion which can be expressed as

m-l 'X)

fm(t) = I I bknljJkn(t)·
k=-CJ;) n=-cx:;

We could also truncate the inner series; this presents no problem since
ljJmn(t)=2m/2ljJ(2mt-n) and ljJ(t) is rapidly decreasing as It I~ 00. Hence
the partial sums of the form

m n2
Sm,nl.n2(t)= I I bknljJkn(t)

k=--cx;; n=-n\

converge whenever the hypotheses of Corollary 1 or Theorem 1 are
satisfied.
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